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Geotechnics, Mines and Quarries. 

Overview of an installation

1.LIM central measurement
system

• A: Power cable 10-36V.
• B: Bus cable

2.Bus box : MODULCAN

• C: Arm encoder
• D: Aimer
• E: 3 inputs + 1 relay

output

3.Bus box : PRESSCAN

• F: Pressure sensors (x4)

4.Bus box : INCC2

• G: X,Y
inclinometers

• H: Optical encoder

A typical installation has 4 main elements :
• The central measurement system,which is a conditioned box made of "H.D.P.E." (High Density PolyEthylene). Its

front panel contains a screen, user interface buttons and a device start button. Its lower section contains 2
connection sockets, one for the electrical power supply and the other for the data bus.

• The data bus (set of bus cable + bus boxes), which is used to convert the signals emitted by the sensors and
transmit the data to the central measurement system. The bus boxes, which are connection boxes placed nearby
the measurement sensors to which they are connected by individual cables. The bus cable ewhich is a single cable
connecting all the bus boxes to the central measurement system, its length varying depending on the number of
bus boxes and the machine's size.

• The measurement sensors, which are used to take measurements on the machine's various points.
• The power cable, which connects the central measurement system to a 10-36 VDC power source, most often the

boring machine's battery. This cable will be used to electrically supply the central measurement system, the data
bus and the measurement sensors.

Installing the central measurement system
• Placement choice: The central measurement system must be located as close as possible to the borer (within arm's

reach) so that it does not hamper his work.
• Positioning: Orient the device's screen in the direction of the borer. Using the adjustment handles, make sure that

no obstacle prevents the handling of the central unit.
• Attachment: Attach the device's support solid with the boring machine with the various plates which can proposed

by the LIM Company. Warning : Some safety rules prohibit making any drillings inside a boring machine's cab.
In this case, the installer should make a metal support using the existing attachment points, etc.).

• Installation of the power cable : There is only one 3-pin male connector on the lower part of the central
measurement system ; this connector is located beside the data bus cable's connector.
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The connection is made with an electrical connecting cable supplied with the central measurement system. This
cable is equipped with a 3-pin female connector at one end and with two round terminal lugs (diameter 8) at the
other end. It is recommended to not connect the cable directly to the boring machine's battery, but rather to connect it
to an element protected by an electrical short-circuit safety (contact key, for example).

Installing the data bus
As previously indicated, the parameters measured by the various sensors are transferred to the central measurement
system via the data bus. The bus cable is connected to the central measurement system and the various bus boxes .

Installing the bus boxes
The first elements of the data bus to be installed on the machine are the bus boxes. They contain electronic cards
which provide the interface between the sensors and the data bus. The cards transform the sensor signals so that they
are understood by the data bus. The number of bus boxes varies depending on the selected configuration, therefore
the number of parameters to be recorded and the type of sensor to be installed. For a classical configuration, mines
and quarries, there are :
• The INCC2 bus box for the 2D tilt of the boring boom and the Depth/VIA measurement.
• The MODULCAN bus box for the angles of the sight and the arm encoder, the stop at the right size edge.
the add-on of rods and the LASER input. Each bus box is welded or screwed to the machine's frame by a counter
plate. That is, the choice of the areas to which the bus boxes are attached is left up to the installer and will also
depend on the type of machine. The following figure shows the geographical location of each sensor box :

A. Optical encoder (depth/velocity measurement)

B. Bus cable

C. Arm encoder

D. Central measurement system

E. Sight

F. MODULCAN and/or PRESSCAN bus box

G. INCC2 bus box
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Installing the bus cable
Once the various bus boxes are positioned on the boring machine, simply connect them together via the bus cable
whose length may be more accurately adjusted for a final installation.

Installing the measurement sensors
The installation procedures described in this documentation are those for the most commonly used measurement
sensors. For the installation of a special measurement sensor, a special data sheet will be supplied.

Installing the depth/velocity sensor
Depth and advancing velocity measurements are taken by the same sensor. Regardless of the installation, the
measurement is taken by an incremental optical encoder whose pulses are transmitted via the data bus to the central
measurement system, which keeps the depth dimension up-to-date and calculates the incremental advancing velocity
(VIA). During boring operations, this system is capable of counting and down-counting the depth with a precision on
the order of a centimetre.

Installation examples : optical encoder attached to the axis of the chain's pinion

The optical encoder may be installed on all boring machines with a boring head chain-transmission system. Since the
encoder's installation depends closely on each machine's mechanical characteristics, we cannot describe a standard
installation procedure.

Special case : Installation of the LIM "winder" box

The VIA sensor system "with winder" adapts to all machines whose boring head's travel does not exceed 5 metres.
The VIA sensor with winder consists of a box containing :
• an optical encoder ;
• a mechanical assembly, composed of a pulley and a winder with a nylon cord on the end of which a fastening ring

is attached and extends outside the box ;
• the VIACAN bus box ;
• The optical encoder is coupled to the pulley and measures the displacement of the nylon cord.
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LIM depth/velocity "winder" box

A) Nylon cord

B) Winder

C) VIACAN box

D) Pulley

E) Optical encoder

The VIA sensor with winder is secured to the top of the borehole mast and the extending nylon cord is attached to
the boring head so that it can enter or exit from the box depending, respectively, on the head's displacements. To
ensure precise measurement and avoid any problem of premature wear, it is important to install the assembly so that
the nylon cord is as parallel as possible to the borehole mast and does not touch the edges of the box's exit hole. The
VIA sensor with winder is supplied with 2 U-bolts, but we recommend welding a metal plate at the mast top for final
or frequent installations, so that the box may be secured to the plate with 4 bolts. In this type of installation, since the
VIACAN box is integrated with the sensor, it suffices to connect the bus cable directly to the sensor's corresponding
connector.
Special case : It is also possible to secure the sensor to the borehole mast's base. In this case, the depth increment is
made when the cord enters the box. To do this, simply change the VIA direction in the corresponding menu of the
central measurement system. Some machines have a boring head with a long travel and a return "pulley" which is
used to guide the hydraulic hoses. In this case, it is not possible to secure the cord directly to the boring head, but
rather to this return pulley. Thus, the cord's displacement no longer corresponds to the boring head's real
displacement. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the optical encoder's number of pulses in the "pulley block" menu
of the central measurement system. Technical data of the VIA sensor with winder : Width : 200 mm Height : 400
mm Depth : 300 mm Weight : 8 kg

Installing the X and Y inclinometers
The inclinometer allows correctly positioning the mast before a boring begins. In addition to the interface electronic
card, the INCC2 bus box contains both inclinometers +/-70°. Therefore, simply secure the INCC2 box to the
borehead mast. While installing, make sure that the "UP" and "DOWN" markings indicate, respectively, the up and
down directions of the borehead mast. To correct for inevitable alignment errors during the mounting of the box, the
central measurement system allows zeroing both inclinometric cells. This zeroing operation must be limited to a few
offset degrees because the scale measurement range will be limited accordingly. VERY IMPORTANT: This
inclinometric sensor is built around a technology which guarantees a very good measurement precision (<0.5°) only
during boom positioning phases. On the other hand, during boring, the vibrations caused by the hammer strongly
degrade the measurement !!!!

http://wiki.lim:82/index.php?title=Fichier:Enrouleur2.png
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Installing the aimer

• Placement choice: The sight must be located within arm's distance from the borer
opposite to him and close to the cab's front window (windscreen) to enlarge the
panoramic view as much as possible.

• Positioning: Orient the sight so that its output cable is directed toward the window (see
photo to left). Using the adjustment handle, make sure that no obstacle prevents the
sight from rotating with respect to its "U-bolt".

• Attachment: attach the sight to a metal support solid with the cab by means of two
clamps (diameter : 6mm, distance between centres : 34mm) located on the "U-bolt".
Warning: Some safety rules prohibit making any manual drillings inside the cab. In this
case, the installer should make a metal support using the pre-existing drilled holes
(fastening point of the dashboard elements, etc.).

1. Size edge

2. Axis parallel to the
cab

3. Site direction

4. Angle of site

5. Sight

Installing the arm encoder

• Placement choice: The arm encoder is placed above the arm's
vertical displacement ball-and-socket joint.

• Positioning: Move the machine's arm parallel to the cab. Place
the arm encoder so that its axis of rotation and that of the
ball-and-socket joint coincide. Orient the encoder so that its
output cable is directed toward the side opposite to the arm.

• Attachment: attach the arm encoder to a metal support solid with
the ball-and-socket joint by means of four clamps (diameter :
6mm, distance between centres : 66mm) located at the encoder's
base. Warning : some safety rules prohibit any manual drillings
on the ball-and-socket joint. In this case, the installer should
make a metal support using the pre-existing drilled holes
(fastening point of the arm's elements, etc.).

• Position and then secure the metal orientation rod to a part solid
with the arm and perpendicular to the arm (see photo to left).

Note : This sensor is required to calculate the 3D positioning angles
of the boom. It allows measuring the angle of deviation of the arm
with respect to the machine's frame.

http://wiki.lim:82/index.php?title=Fichier:Viseur.png
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Installing the rod add-on detection system DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF MACHINE
The VIA sensor measures in real time the carriage's advance position along the mast. During the boring phase, the
distance measured by the sensor is equal to the displacement of the rod in the ground. Once the rod is completely
bored, the operator unscrews his tool and moves the carriage to the top of the mast in order to recover a new rod and
then repeat the operation. Rod add-on detection consists of accounting for only the tool's displacements during the
boring phases and, as a result, rendering the central measurement system "blind" to the displacements during the rod
add-on phases.
The rod add-on detection system is installed by means of an electrical cable connected to the MODULCAN box, on
the one hand, and under the dashboard to the electrical contact of the rod add-on handle (or the button), on the other
hand.
The MODULCAN card is equipped with 2 relay inputs (R1 and R2). They are responsible for collecting the
"go/no-go" digital signals generated by the operator's manipulations during the rod add-on phases.
Note 1 : the relay input (R1 or R2) is considered to be energised (or non-energised) when the voltage across its
terminals is greater than (respectively, less than) 0.7 Volts. (Boxes placed in operation since 1 January 2004 have a
trigger threshold modified to 8V).
Note 2 : To avoid sporadic triggerings (due to interference, for example), the central measurement system starts a
30-second time-out after each rod add-on detection. During this time-out, relay switching will be ignored.
To accommodate the main hardware configurations encountered on machines available on the market, the LIM
central measurement systems support 3 operating modes linked to the relays switching sequences :
• Operating mode no. 1 (permanent signal)
This mode uses either relay R1 or relay R2. As long as the relay is energised (period T1), the displacement
measurements are completely ignored.
• Operating mode no. 2 (stored signal)
This mode uses both relays R1 and R2. The rod add-on phase starts when R1 goes from the "rest" (non-energised)
state to the "energised" state. The rod add-on phase stops when R2 goes from the "rest" (non-energised) state to the
"energised" state. Between both, the displacement measurements are completely ignored. Warning : The time during
which the relays are energised has no effect ; only at the precise moment when the rest state goes to the energised
state counts.
• Operating mode no. 3 (add-on of one rod length)
This mode uses either relay R1 or relay R2. Whenever the relay goes from the "rest" state to the "energised" state,
the displayed depth is increased by a constant quantity corresponding to one rod length (parameter modifiable in the
central measurement system's programming mode). Warning : The time during which the relay is energised has no
effect ; only at the precise moment when the rest state goes to the energised state counts.

Installing the pressure measurement sensors
The pressure measurement sensors are connected to the PRESSCAN box and are all exactly the same. Only the
measurement range differs from one sensor to another. The connecting and disconnecting of the sensors on the
hydraulic or pneumatic circuit of the boring machine are facilitated thanks to a "quick push-pull" type connection. To
simplify pressure sensor management, the LIM Company has selected 2 sensor ranges :
0-50 bars : PI or PA
0-400 bars : HYDRAULIC, PO-CR-PR, etc. In order to be less sensitive to electrical noises of all kinds and
independent of the cable's length, pressure measurements are taken in the form of a 4-20mA current loop. Note : The
installer should be equipped with a connecting "Tee" to connect the "sensor + push-pull base" set to the circuit to be
measured.
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A. Cable connected to the measurement box

B. ¼ Gas branch connection

C. ¼ Gas female push-pull branch connection

D. ¼ Gas male push-pull branch connection

Installing the PLANAR LASER sensor
The installation of this sensor is a 2-step procedure :
• Installing the PLANAR LASER transmitter :

A) Place the transmitter in the mid-height position so that it
crosses the receiver regardless of the boring machine's position.

B) The maximum reception distance is approximately 150 metres.

C) The receiver is installed on a part solid with the hammer.

Note 1 : The transmitter's technical data : PLANAR LASER rotary 670nm Visible, class II.
Note 2 : In order to sense the transmitter's signal as best as possible, the tool's descending velocity in the boring
phase must not exceed 1000 m/h= (3000 ft/h).
General : the Planar LASER :
The planar laser technique is used in environments where the ground has significant differences in level.
• Installing the PLANAR LASER sensor:

The transmission of a horizontal planar LASER sets a reference for all the borings and guarantees a rigorously
identical hole bottom altitude, regardless of the ground's difference in level. When the transmitter (remote fixed
station) and the receiver (attached to the tool being displaced) are on the same horizontal level, the depth
measurement is immediately reset to zero by the central measurement system. The MODULCAN box will be
responsible for collecting this information by means of a go/no-go digital relay input.

Moisture in the CAN boxes

We have learned from experience that water may accumulate in the boxes depending on the
relative humidity content in the air. To avoid this, we recommend installing them as close as
possible to the motor compartment and drilling holes in them to prevent water from stagnating.
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